
History – Anglo Saxons - What do we know about the Anglo 
Saxons?  Why did the Anglo Saxons invade?  How can we 
possibly know where they settled?
What does the mystery of the empty grave tell us about Saxon 
Britain?  How did people’s lives change when Christianity came to 
Britain and how can we be sure?
Geography
Locational knowledge – UK and Italy. 
Key physical and human characteristics of the UK and a European 
city. 
Rivers- The Thames and The Tiber.
French - Revision from Year 3,
Classroom commands, asking and responding to questions about 
ourselves.

Year 4
Autumn Term 2019

Mathematics:
Place value; read, write and explain value of digits -up to 4 digit 
numbers.
Add and subtract 2 digit numbers mentally.
Add and subtract two 3 digit numbers using expanded column 
addition.
Finding pairs with a total of 100; adding and subtracting to the 
nearest multiple of 100; subtract by counting up to find a 
difference; adding several numbers.

We are all Unique

RE:   
Family- People
We will discuss the varying experiences of family in today’s society and 
how the family still remains the first place for growth and development.
Exploring how Christians find the patterns and ideals for family life in the 
scriptures.
Belonging- Called 

We will explore the signs and symbols of 

confirmation. We will compare the sacraments of 

baptism and confirmation. We will learn about the 

meaning and reasons for confirmation.

•English: 
Narrative: Stories from other cultures:- Gregory Cool, Amazing Grace, 
Grandpa Chatterji Information Texts:  Identifying the text and 
presentation features in a variety of texts. Using features to research 
information about inspirational black history figures.
Sentence Work:  
Coordinating conjunctions (ABOYS) to extends sentences 
Expanded noun phrases to describe
ly openers to vary sentence starts

PE 
Dance variation of movement and shape in formation and 
sequence
Netball - Ball skills, controlled sending and receiving.

Music
Learning to play the violin and cello. 
Focus on the technique of plucking and the tempo and pulse of 
music.
DT
Light up picture frames.
Children will research designers, materials and joining methods as 
well as put into practice their Science learning on electrical 
circuits to construct and evaluate a light up picture frame.

PSHE: Feelings and Emotions. Recognising and managing 
different feelings and emotions. Healthy Relationships. 

Dates for your diary
Science
Electricity Children will learn all about electrical circuits and testing 
materials’ ability to conduct electricity. This will include: exploring 
common appliances, simple circuits, conductors and insulators. 
Reporting on findings from enquiries using results to draw simple 
conclusions, practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests.

We are Toy Designers
In this unit, the children work together to design a simple toy that 
incorporates sensors and outputs and then create an on-screen 
prototype of their toy in Scratch. Finally, they pitch their toy idea to 
a Dragons’ Den-style
panel



Spellings to Learn and Investigate     Year 4 (Lions and Geckos)     Autumn 1 2018                                           

Week 1
(NC Yr 3 /4 
word list)

Week 2
(NC Yr 3 /4 
word list)

Week 3
(NC Yr 3 /4 
word list)

Week 4
(NC Yr 3 /4 
word list)

Week 5
(NC Yr 3 /4 
word list)

Week 6
(NC Yr 3 /4 
word list)

knowledge
knowledgeable
learn
length
lengthen
lengthening
library
librarian
material
materialistic

medicine
medicinal
medic
mention
minute
natural
nature
naughty
notice
notification

occasion
occasionally
often
opposite
opposition
ordinary
ordinarily
particular
particularly
peculiar

perhaps
popular
popularity
position
possess
possession
possessive
possible
possibly
possibility

possibilities
potatoes
pressure
depression
probably
probability
promise
promising
purpose
quarter

question
questionable
recent
regular
reign
remember
sentence
separate
separation
special



Spellings to Learn and Investigate     Year 4 (Penguins)     Autumn 1 2018                                                   

Week 1
(HFW)

Week 2
(HFW)

Week 3
(HFW)

Week 4
(HFW)

Week 5
(HFW)

Week 6
(HFW)

then this from one looked where

were have now down called who

little went about very asked again

said like got look could our

them when put back would are

they see by time should can’t

that come bye here so I’ll

with came made hear sew I’ve

what their help of an don’t

there your saw off if didn’t 


